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Project Title Mullen Advertising Agency

Student Name Julie Barghout
Level 4th Year
Course Interior Architecture III
Advisor/Instructor Tina Sarawgi
Principal Investigator Tina Sarawgi
Department/School Department of Interior Architecture, 
 University of North Carolina at Greensboro, North Carolina

Summary description of project:

Project Outline:

The task of this project was to design a workplace environ-
ment for Mullen Advertising Agency that would refl ect its core 
values and principles, encourage creativity and teamwork, 
and be impressive to its clients and visitors. 

The project involved designing workspaces for the fi ve dis-
tinct areas in an ad agency, namely, the creative department, 
account services, media, accounting  and human resources. 
Other spaces included reception, waiting area, large and 
small conference rooms, team rooms, media library, edit 
room and tape storage and mail/ copy/ print rooms. 

Student’s conceptual statement: 

As an advertising agency, Mullen’s key role is to ‘see’ (ob-
serve) and create a visual identity for its clients. The inspi-
ration for the design evolved from the desire to reverse the 
role of Mullen from ‘seeing’ to ‘be seen’, hence challenging 
the conventional notions of a commercial workspace en-
vironment. The proposed space puts the Mullen facility on 
display by enclosing all the departments in Mullen in a glass 
‘box’, thus providing opportunities to the prospective clients, 
employees, and visitors to see and visually experience Mul-
len and all its unique qualities.
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Reasons for the nomination:

This student’s project is noteworthy due to the following reasons:

1. The project is conceptually strong and thought-provoking.
2. form•Z has been used convincingly to express the underlying 
design elements.
3. The project is thorough in its exploration of light, materials and 
colors.

Jury comments:

The project undoubtedly demonstrates the designer’s 
mastery of the rendering medium. However, I am unsure 
if the digital medium played any signifi cant role in the de-
sign of the space itself. The drawings that accompany the 
renderings show a more or less cookie-cutter approach 
to design that is driven more by two-dimensional design-
thinking. –Mahesh Senagala

Excellent use of color, refl ection and viewpoints to pres-
ent a realistic, well informed concept to the client.  All the 
design information required to deliver a solid presenta-
tion. –Gregory McCambley

An impressive total design of a workspace for creative 
professionals and an inspiring showroom for clients and 
prospects.  Provoking in colors and forms, but on the right 
side of the edge to chaos. –John S. Hansen 
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